
The challenge: Cloud-native financial services provider 
fears global SaaS extortionware attack
This global financial services provider operates fully in the cloud, 

leveraging Amazon Web Services (AWS) as their cloud services provider. 

The company is also a Mitiga customer, relying on Mitiga’s Incident 

Readiness & Response (IR²) solution to automate their organizational 

forensic data collection and investigation processes. 

The company’s cybersecurity environment includes use of Okta for 

identity and access management. Following the report of an Okta breach 

in Q1 2022, the company’s cybersecurity team had understandable 

concerns about how this incident potentially impacted business 

operations, including whether the threat actor had access to privileged 

Okta users or Okta’s Slack and Jira environments. 

The solution: Mitiga IR², including proprietary Cloud Attack 
Scenario Library and automated IR Forensics as Code 
Like all Mitiga customers, it was crucial for this company’s cybersecurity team to have relevant historic forensic 

data for Okta that was easy to access and analyze to get the breach impact answers they needed quickly. 

Unlike traditional Incident Response providers, as soon as the Okta breach was announced this customer’s 

dedicated Mitiga Squad mobilized to assess potential impacts in their financial services business environment. 
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Many Okta customers in 
this scenario had logical 
questions related to the 
reported breach:

• Was I affected?

• Am I vulnerable now?

• Did anyone weaponize this Okta    
   access against us in the past?

• Was there any evidence of a breach   
   related to Okta in our systems?

https://www.mitiga.io/solutions/incident-readiness-response-ir2
https://www.mitiga.io/solutions/incident-readiness-response-ir2
https://www.okta.com/


Leveraging the Cloud Attack Scenario Library (CASL) and Forensics as Code, the Mitiga Squad automated the 

Okta detection process, using custom-designed hunting filters to accelerate the investigative process.

In this instance, Mitiga provided analysis to this customer’s leadership team that the company had not been 

impacted by the breach – all before they notified Mitiga that they wanted to begin a traditional IR process.

 
The benefits: Proactive, rapid breach investigation and 
response for Mitiga customers and community
In response to the Okta breach reported in Q1 2022, Mitiga was one of the first global firms to:

 • Analyze the attack vector

 • Automate a Compromise Assessment using our Forensics as Code platform

 • Apply that automated analysis to all our customers’ forensic data within four hours of the international  

   hacker group Lapsus$ making the breach public

Mitiga’s IR² automated and rapidly deployed Compromise Analysis for a breach that could have significantly impacted 

all our customers.

Regardless of the cloud service providers in use, Google Cloud Platform (GCP), Microsoft Azure, or AWS, Mitiga IR2 

delivered peace of mind to our customer base and the greater cybersecurity community. By supplying a scalable 

solution, applied across our entire customer community, Mitiga delivered the following benefits:

 • CISOs and security leaders at our customer accounts were able to provide timely and confident communication  

    to executive management about the organization’s security posture related to the breach

 • Enabled “business as usual” processes and employee productivity to continue without downtime

 • Provided clear and concise deliverables to satisfy independent and internal risk and compliance stakeholders

* Red Canary, The State of Incident Response 2021   * IBM Cost of a Data Breach Report 2021
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Mitiga’s technology and services provide continuous, proactive breach investigation, lower the impact of cyber breaches, 

and optimize readiness for critical cloud and hybrid incidents. This readiness-first approach accelerates response and 

recovery time, increasing resilience when incidents occur. Mitiga’s shared-responsibility model is unique. Unlike others, 

who charge additional fees for critical cloud incident response and recovery, Mitiga subscribers face no add-on fees.

For more information, visit www.mitiga.io  or  email us at  info@mitiga.io  
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